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The Student Voice

Don Bobben and Jerry Schreck discuss the world energy problem and what we can do about it.

Corporation, Cooperation, Conservation:
What Can We Do?
by Karen Markert

It is fact that the earth has limited
resources, and that all nations
industrial or post industrial, will be
requiring resources as proportionate to gross population.
The urban population in 1920 was
100 million and it is estimated that
by the year 2000 the urban
population will double to approximately 2 billion. Population tends to
increase and resources can decrease
rapidly, we are faced with a very
real and urgent dilemma.
Some of the questions we might
ask ourselves are what we can
personally do to conserve energy. I
started searching for these answers
at the Winona Energy Conservation
Office, located in The Winona City
Hall. Jerry Schreck and Don

Bobben, hired through the- CETA
(Comprehensive Employment
Training Act) program, answered
many questions and gave many
helpful hints. Schreck firmly believes America's total energy needs
could be cut by 50 per cent. This is
only possible if all agencies, public
institutions, homes, private and
public corporations will recognize
that need of energy conservation
and take serious, but appropriate
steps. Schreck and Bobben are
strong advocates of personal energy
conservation. Schreck and Bobben
present conservation programs and
plan, and also do energy audits on
both public buildings and private
homes.
For example, Schreck mentioned
that they had presented an information energy conservation program
at a neighborhood block party.

Mondale to Visit
WSU Tomorrow
Vice President Walter Mondale,
in an attempt to drum up support
for Wendell Anderson and other
Democratic-Farmer-Labor candidates in Minnesota, will appear on
the Winona State campus tomorrow, it was announced Friday.
Although details were not finalized at the time the Winonan went
to press, Mondale is expected to
conduct a 90-minute rally at 12:30
p.m. in the Somsen Hall Auditorium.
Mondale will likely make a brief
tour of the WSU campus before the
rally at Somsen, which is expected

to draw over 1,000 observers.
Intense battling between DFLers
and Republicans in the state has
now brought President Jimmy
Carter, former President Gerald
Ford, and Mondale, among other
notables, to Minnesota in the last
week.
Carter and Mondale appeared in
Rochester Saturday, speaking in
support of 1st District congressional
candidate Gerry Sikorski, while
Ford appeared at Sunday's PackerViking football game with gubernatorial candidate Al Quie Sunday.

Energy audits are done strictly on a
voluntary (for private homes) and
confidential basis. Since January,
1978, roughly 40 homes requested to
have a home energy audit. Schreck
noted that they had just completed
a full energy audit on the Winona
Public Library. This completed
audit is sent to Minnesota Energy
Agency. The Minnesota energy code
is apparently very minimal throughout cities in Minn., thus energy
conservation measures ultimately
are selected, and performed at the
discretion of the corporation and
companies. Schreck emphasized the
need to speak to businessmen and
companies in terms of money as far
as energy conservation tactics;
money obviously talks! Schreck and
Bobben believe very strongly in
effective energy conservation;
Schreck mentioned that his home
and energy needs are all met
through alternative forms of energy; for example, solar energy. He
noted that he had installed (inexpensively) a do it yourself solar
energy panel. Schreck and Bobben
put together a list of suggested
energy conservations measures useful to note for both homes and
buildings.
1. Repair and replace stone
windows.

7. Insulate ceiling.

audit, or information is urged to call
Don Bobben or Jerry Schreck at

8. Install paddle blade air
circulations vs. air conditioner.
9. Insulate:
a. boiling hot water supply pipe.
b. air handling ducts in attic
spaces.
c. hot water heater.
d. hot water pipe from the water
heater to the sinks.
10. Turn down water heater to 110
degrees Fahrenheit.
11. Use task "oriented" lighting vs.
general task lighting.
Money can be saved, energy can
be conserved and our life styles can
still be very comfortable. An
Energy Audit is one way to promote
energy conservation, however we,
American people and businessmen
must take conservation seriously
and really make an effort both
personally and socially if energy
conservation is to be successful. Anyone interested in an energy

•
Council
Deals
Students
Setback
See Corporation page 12

The city council of Winona
discarded a proposition Tuesday
that would have given the students
in the Winona area equal rights.
The estimated students that
showed up at the meeting were
shocked when the proposition was
put on the coincil floor and was
instantly killed without a vote being
taken.
The Proposition • was written up
by the Human Rights Commission.
There will be a follow-up story in
next week's edition of the Winonan.

Inside

2. Weatherstrip all windows and
doors.

A look at the
Winonan's past

Page 3

3. Operate windows for cooling in
the summer.

James Dickey

Page 9

4. Continue use of plastic over
windows in winter.
5. Use vestibules in the winter.
6. Install outside combustion air.

No. 1 Morris plays
here Saturday

Page 10
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South African to
Lecture on
Apartheid
by Jeanine Semrad

Such are the problems of Joseph
Sebany, a 15-year-old college student at WSU.

Donald Woods, the South African
columnist who escaped into exile
after being "silenced" by his
government for his outspoken
criticism of apartheid will give a
lecture at Winona State on November 13 at 8 p.m. in Somsen
Auditorium.

Joe is a special student. He is not
in a degree program, or working on
credit hours, but his academic
standing would make him a junior.

Donald Woods

ment, but there must be some
consensus between the ruled and
the rulers.
Come and attend the lecture on
November 13 and hear Donald
Woods' solutions for the racial
conflict in South Africa. The lecture
is sponsored by SCAC and BCA.

Winona Volunteer Services
Winona Volunteer Services, a
member of United Way, at 452-5591
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
Home Delivered Meals: Hot,

nutritious meals are delivered to the
homebound Monday through Friday
from 11:00 a.m. to 12 noon and from
4 p.m. to 5 p.m. There is a special
need for drivers on Thursdays from
4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
One Step At A Time: If you have

the desire to feel "needed", then we
are for you. Come join us at "One
Step At A Time". We work with
disadvantaged kids on a one-to-one
basis. We accept male and female
volunteers. For more information,
call Char Hensel, Executive Director, at 452-5591.

Adopt-A-Grandparent: This program provides an opportunity to
visit, read, write letters and go for
walks with the elderly at Watkins
Home, Sauer Memorial Home, or
the C&R Unit at Community
Memorial Hospital. You don't have
to be young to join.
We Care: Every evening from 7
p.m. to 1 a.m., Winona's "Hotline" is
manned by volunteers. Call if you
want to talk, get information or
need help with a referral.
Operation H.O.P.E.: Now that
weather is turning colder, come in
and shop for those clothes you may
need at the Clothes Closet. Paper
bags are always needed.

FREE
CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(offer expires Dec. 31, 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

ClWea

The Barbers specialize
in the Wash & Wear Cut for
today's active people.
Easy to care for, easy to look
Make an appointment today.
454-4900 aliarb
u
77 West 3rd St.
Across from Snyder's
Shops from
Coast to Coast

by Casey Clark

He can decipher a physics
problem in a matter of minutes, but
he isn't yet old enough to drive a
car.

"Abraham Lincoln spoke of 'government of the people, by the
people, for the people.' Apartheid in
South Africa is government of the
blacks, by the whites, for the
whites." — Donald Woods.

South Africa and its crisis has
effected us all. The basic idea of a
white minority (5 million citizens)
representing a black majority (20
million) can not be a legitimate
government of the will of the
people. Not that the American
representative democracy is the
answer for every country's govern-

Octobe 978
High School was Kid Stuff
For 15 year old Student

Hairstyling for men and women.

"I completed high school in eight
months. From January to mid-May I
finished - 12 junior and senior high
school classes, plus, I took a full load
here at Winona State" he stated.
Joe felt that it was difficult to
advance in the school district. Most
people felt he wasn't ready to
graduate from high school.

teachers; they had to keep coming
up with extra work for me to do. But
I completed all my requirements so
I had to graduate." Joe continued to
say that he wasn't happy in class.
"Everything moved so slow, I got
bored listening to the same things."
Joe's overall IQ is 150 plus, his
science and math IQ ranges 200
plus. He wants to eventually obtain
his doctorate in physics. "I want to
do research, maybe nuclear physics,
or laser physics."
Joe's family is from Winona; that
was one of the influencing factors
that made him choose WSU. He feel
that Winona State is a good school
to get his basics down, and a few
higher level courses that will help
him after he graduates and moves
on to another university.

faster,"...but it's okay, because I do
a lot of advanced reading on my
own.
Joe finds the faculty very helpful.
"They encourage me, they loan me
books and other materials which are
beneficial."
Joe doesn't feel that he has
missed any of the growing up
experiences that a 15-year-old
encounters. "I still enjoy my spare
time. I like swimming, volleyball,
hiking, and fishing. I like to have fun
like everyone else."
Joe really enjoys strategic war
games, and is a World War II buff.
He enjoys reading books on the
history of the Jacksonian period as
well as the world wars.

"The environment makes it easier
on me. I am still around friends my
age, that way I don't have any social
pressures. It was easier to come
here, until I'm older," Joe stressed.

Joseph Sebany feels he is coping
with college life very well, despite
his age difference with the rest of
the WSU's school community. His
parents, friends, and instructors are
behind him totally.

Joe seems to be satisfied with his
classes. He states that he would like
some of them to move a little

"I'm doing all right, I'm getting
through, and that is what matters to
me."

Youth Association for Retarded
Citizens: Retarded citizens in the

come in and see us.

Winona area need help with various
social and recreational activities. By
calling us you can provide some
activities and have some fun.

Transportation: Drivers are needed to help the elderly and
handicapped reach their medical
and dental appointments. Driving
requests are for the Winona area
and outlying area.

GED Test in the evenings after 6
p.m., preferably for a couple nights
a week. Call 452-5591 if you're
interested.

"I took all my classes on an
individual basis. I missed out on the
movies and lectures, and the other
things one learns in class. I'm sure I
posed some problems for the

St. Charles: Every Wednesday,
our office is open in St. Charles from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. We're located on the
second floor of the City Hall, so

Special Request: Someone is
needed to help tutor a person for the

Items Needed: There are many
families who are in need of furniture
of all kinds. If you have any that you
would like to dispose of, give us a
call and we will put you in touch
with those families.

Brothers
College
Inn
Monday Night
Football

BUCK NITE
(Burritos)

Open 11 AM - 1 AM
Sun 4 PM - Midnite

Delivery Service
Available 452-7864

151 East 3rd St

.
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Winonan: In the News Since 1922
by Evonne Schlosser and extracurricular activities were
as prevalent as ever.
September 29, 1922: Football
During this time, the Winonan
prospects look good, new teachers
are announced, enrollment climbs to featured a "Student of the Month"
521, and Shephard Hall is up to its article. Chosen students were often
veterans completing educations that
old tricks.
had been interrupted or delayed by
Sound familiar? You won't find war. In the late '40's, the majority of
this exact news in today's Winonan students were not necessarily just
(although Shephard Hall is still out of high school as is the case
living up to tradition). These today.
newsworthy features appeared in
In the late '40's, the Winonan
the first issue of the Winonan 56
years ago.
featured homecoming festivities
with all the trimmings — a snake
Comprised of four pages, the dance, pepfest, bonfires, and coroWinonan format of yesterday varies nation. A great deal of emphasis
a great deal with the present was placed on queen candidates and
Winonan. Meeting the needs of a the all-important football team.
campus that has grown from Participation seemed to be a key
approximately 500 to 5000 dictates part of the '40's era.
certain changes.
Freshman initiation was another
In 1922, the Winonan, published big event at WSU and for its
about once a month, featured a newspaper. Pictures of students
great deal of news one would expect with beanies and crazy outfits were
to see in a typical high school paper commonly printed. One college
of today. Club news, a joke column, student described the situation best
and dormitory notes were common when she said, "One of the biggest
features in every issue.
days in the lives of college students
was the day freshman initiation
The first Winonan issues had a began...that is, if you weren't a
very personal touch. Notes such as freshman."
"Mr. and Mrs. Woolley and family of
Rochester visited Alice Jane SunOther articles in a typical 1940's
day," were very common. Since Winonan included activities ranging
Shephard Hall was one of the few
from installing a bar in the then
dorms, antics such as turning girls'
popular Smudge Student Center to
rooms into mock Arabian palaces
planning the best Sadie Hawkins
Dance possible. Overall, the Winowere also found in the paper.
nan managed to grow into a more
College certainly "had its days,"
sophisticated paper during its first
according to the Winonan.
25 years.
Approximately 25 years later, the
In 1960, the Winonan was
Winonan continued to reflect the
basically the same as the late
changing times for WSU. Students
'40's-early '50's. A typical issue still
experienced the effects of a world
featured the big dance festivities,
war, enrollment increased to 643,

fraternities and sororities and club
activities.

"Freedom to be" seemed to be the
main theme of the times.

Fraternities and sororities
seemed to be in full swing at that
time. Sigma Tau Gamma was
installed in 1960, and fraternities
and sororities often sponsored the
majority of important dances.

The front page of the Winonan
then often showed students marching in protest of the social times.
Students of the three local colleges
often joined together to participate
in the strikes that were so prevalent
at the time.

In late May of 1960, the Winonan
featured a unique "Norwegian"
issue. In cooperation with the Oslo
Laererskole Exchange Program,
the Winonan dedicated an issue to
Norwegian students in an effort to
inform them about WSU. Activities
like this were very indicative of the
times.
The early '70's shook WSU and its
fellow colleges. Again the Winonan
acted as "the student. voice."

In tune with the civil rights
movement, the Winonan also featured a "Black Student Union"
column in each of its issues.
Overall, the Winonan became a
much more liberal newspaper.
Drugs and sex seemed to be
emphasized more than ever. Pictures of students "bronzing" their
bodies seemed to be a favorite
subject for newspaper photogra-

phers. Bars also started advertising
a great deal more than they had
ever done before. The same
advertisement often appeared more
than once in the same issue. The era
of "groovy, cool, and do your own
thing" finally had captured society's
youth.
September 20, 1978: Pre-registration discussed, housing problem still
exists, birth control offered to
campus, and the football team
suffers a loss.
Have the Winonan and WSU
really changed so much? One must
admit today's students have access
to a great many more ideas and
opportunities. Perhaps in another
50 years, a future student of WSU
may look back at the yellowed pages
of our Winonan and ponder this
very same question.

Campus Shorts
The Fraternity of Alpha Kappa
Lambda will be holding an information meeting for anyone interested
in becoming a founding member of
this organization. If you are
interested in finding out what it's all
about, stop in conference Room 127
in the Student Union on Thursday,
Oct. 26 at 8:00 p.m.

A representative of the Burn
Unit, U.S. Army Institute for
Surgical Research, Fort Sam Houston, Texas has scheduled several
seminars in Minnesota the week of
Oct. 23.
Army Captain Elisa Hunter will
conduct the seminars for Registered
Nurses at an all day seminar at

Winona State University, starting
at 9:00 a.m., Oct. 27.
Captain Hunter will be discussing
classification of burns, emergency
care, wound care, complications and
rehabilitation.

In an effort to help students who
have found it difficult to make
satisfactory academic progress at
WSU, the Learning Center has been
expanded. The Learning Center,
located in Gildemeister Hall, Room
124, is staffed by four part-time
faculty members and three graduate assistants who are available to
help students in math, English,
reading development, and study
skills. The Learning Center is open
from 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. The Learning
Center staff invites students who

have encountered difficulty in their
studies to visit the Learning Center.

WSU Sports Show To Be Aired
Winona In Sports will start
telecasting its show on Wednesday,
October 25th at 6:30 p.m. The show,
which interviews different sport
personalities each week from
around the Winona area, will be
aired on Channel 12. The same show
will then be repeated on Monday,
October 30th at 8 p.m.
The first show will feature Dr.
Randolf Miller, the Executive Director of the Cardiac Rehabilitation
Lab and the Director of the Human
Performance Lab in Memorial Hall.
Miller is also the coach of WSU's
Cross-Country team.

"The Proprietor"

Proprietors Birthday Sale!
Thursday October 26th Only

The fastest animal is the cheetah, which sometimes runs
as fast as 65 miles an hour.

'ye Got A Problem With My Hair"

All Albums Priced

DO YOU
HAVE A
HAIR
PROBLEM?
HEADQUARTERS
HAS JUST
THE THING
YOU NEED.

$5.00-5.99 — Only $5 each 8.00-8.99 — 8 each
6.00-6.99 — Only 6 each 9.00-9.99 — 9 each
7.00-7.99 — Only 7 each 10-10.99 — 10 each
Used Albums

BUY 1 AND GET ONE OF EQUAL VALUE FREE

8 Track & Cassette Tapes
-

MOST SALE PRICED AT JUST '5.69

25% Discount

ON EVERYTHING ELSE IN THE STORE

Plus

REGISTER FOR FREE ALBUMS, TAPES, POSTERS, PIPES AND MORE
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED ALL DAY!
WINGS OF MUSIC - 73 WEST MARK - WE'RE YOUR KIND OF STORE!

HOURS:
Mon.-Fri., 9-9
Tuesday 9-6
Saturday 8-4

Phone In Now
For An Appointment.

head quarters
84 Plaza Square

452-1741
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[Photo by Gary Deme'e]

John Fisk portrays Chester.
Bill Clark and Rick Unruh play the roles of Sam and Nathanial.

Imagine That. .
These are just a few of the shots
that will be shown at a multi-media
slide show entitled "Imagine That",
Oct. 27 at 7:00 p.m. in the recital
room of the Performing Arts
Center.

•

Your host will be Gary Deme'e
and the slide show will cover about
300 scenes that he encountered
while traveling with the 22 students
and three faculty members that
went out West last summer.

Jim Grotemeyer gazes at Grand Teton.

[Photo by John Fisk]

The trip had two objectives. One
was to film a movie in the Grand
Teton, Wyoming, under the direction of John Fisk. Terry Schwarze
and Dr. James Spear, the other two
faculty members, accomplished the
[Photo by John Fisk]

other objective by directing eight
students out to Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, and focused
their , efforts on still photography.
Deme'e's sole purpose was to
travel with both groups and set up
the multi-media slide show this
coming Friday at PAC. Deme'e also
pointed out that there will be a

preview of the movie that was
produced from this trip.
The still photography-show is
now taking place at the Watkin's
Gallery at Winona State University.
The show will run through Friday
and will feature the best of all the
prints that were shot out West by
the photo group.

Ali Rasoullaemi shoots part of a diming scene.

[Photo by Gary Deme'e]
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Opinions
Parking On Campus:
No Real Problem

With the start of the Fall quarter
every year, students face some kind
of problem or other and the parking
problem is the one that they
encounter the most.

The question that comes up is: Do
we really have a parking problem
that is as serious as it has been
talked about? Last January the
Winona city council approved one
way streets for most of the WSU
campus. By this action the available
on-campus parking increased by 57
spaces.
It seems there are enough

parking spaces, the only problem
that students are not aware that the
parking hassle is created by
themselves. If students take a little
initiative and park their cars
properly between the lines and do
not park in such a way that can
create problems to others.

If we take time and make
ourselves aware of the fact that
there isn't any real parking problem
if each and every student keeps in
mind that by parking between the
stalls this campus can accomodate
more cars than what we have now.
M.R.

College Enrollment
College Press Service

First
estimates of fall enrollment in
American colleges and universities
see an increase of 2.8 percent over
last fall's level. The National Center
for Educational Statistics (NCES)
expects a total of 11.6 million on
campus, 320,000 more than 1977's
11.28 million.
—

If the estimates prove true — the
Center won't have final figures until
the spring — this will be the second
consecutive autumn increase. Many

schools, though, are still trying to
recover from the fall of 1978, when
enrollment in public colleges and
universities dropped a precipitious
nine percent.
And many administrators are still
preparing for drops in the future.
Demographers say the nation simply won't be producing enough
18-year olds in the 1980's to allow
schools to maintain their course
diversity and physical plant.

Flash Strikes Back

Letters to the Editor
Council Denies Student Rights
I am writing this letter with
rather disappointing and thoroughly
unimpressive thoughts of many .of
the members of the Winona City
Council as a result of their action (or
non-action) which was taken on the
proposed student status ordinance
at the October 16th City Council
meeting.

Last spring, when the idea of a
student status ordinance was conceived, many hours were spent
gathering information which clearly
proved evidence of student discrimination here in Winona. Winona
merchants were called, merchants
were interviewed, and tenants and
landlords gave written and oral
testimony concerning housing. A
renter's survey was conducted and
an economic impact survey was
done by the Winona Chamber of
Commerce to demonstrate the
effect of students in the community.
There was also correspondence with
Mankato, where a similar ordinance
has already been passed. All of

these facts and figures were
presented to the Winona Human
Rights Commission in three separate two-hour public hearings.
Monday, October 16, 1978, the
Human Rights Commission was to
make recommendation to the City
Council at its weekly meeting.
When the item was moved to be
introduced, no second followed.
Thus discussion of the issue of
student status could not take place.

Students are people, too. We are
equal in every sense. We don't want
special treatment, we just want the
respect we are lacking that every
human being deserves.

We have determination, we have
faith, and we have the evidence to
prove that students are discriminated against in the City of Winona.
Until we are proven wrong, we will
Winona City Council...represen- not give up. The action of the City
tatives of the citizens in the City of Council on this issue is in your hands
Win'ona? After Monday night, I as students. The few people who
question who is actually being have taken this concern as far as it
represented — the students who has gotten have done all they can.
comprise 1/4 of this town or the Now it's up to the student body to
landlords and big businessmen, who show the intensity of the problem
without students may not even have by expressing disapproval to the
their businesses.
City Council through oral and
written confrontation.
With three universities and a
Sincerely,
vocational-technical school in the
Dianne F. Smith
City of Winona, a few thousand
Student Senate
student votes in the next election
may determine who in fact does

Music for Motivation
Dear Editors:

Editor, The Winonan,
I am writing in reply to "A
dismayed art transfer student" who
was upset by last week's "Flash." I
never cease to be amazed at. the
controversy the strip can generate.
In drawing "Flash" I try to look
around at things that are happening
at W.S.U. and find humor in them.
The intent of "Flash" is not
malicious, but to make people think
about our attitudes, behavior, or

Thinking about something different? Do you march
to the beat of a different drummer? Let's hear from
you.

things that are going on around us.
Many times my ideas are based on
personal experience as was last
week's strip. As an art major
myself, I would hardly put myself
down. The satire was instead
directed at other people's attitudes
toward art, which was your point
and a good one.
Thank you,
Larry Skov

I am not only writing this letter to
you on my opinion: it is also the
opinion of other students and
teachers I've talked to. We feel it
would be very enjoyable to have
music playing during the ten
minutes changing period between
classes. I know it's possible since
I've heard the student government
advertising the Dudley Riggs concert from the extremely nice stereo
system that is located right above
the patio outside the Smog. It seems
like a real waste to have all that
equipment immobilized when something constructive, like playing
music or some sort of entertainment
for the students could be done.
Having music played between
classes would be good for the
student psychologically. It would
get his or her mind motivated even
before they reach their class. It's
happened to me a couple of times in
the short period I've been at
Winona. When I get into my 8:00
class it seems like my mind and
body are still not functioning. If I
had something out of the ordinary
happening it would snap my mind
and body into working order.
A change in break periods would
also create a better atmosphere on
campus. This has been proven on
many other campuses. Southern
Illinois University, for example,
plays music on their campus, and
they've found that people seem to
open up more they are in better
moods. If Winona were to pick up
this idea, which has been used by so
many other schools, it would make
people happier, and lead to a better
atmosphere on campus.
True, there has to be a limitation
on the times music can be played. If

it were to be played all day it would
be more of a hinderance than anything else, especially with the constant distractions. Also, playing the
music too much would bore the
students on campus, and eventually
would not be noticed. That's the
reason limitations must be set
before undertaking this project.
On this project a survey must be
taken in order to find out what
musical preferences people around
the college have, and from that,
develop a music system that could
be used every other day. It would be
senseless to be playing Tom Jones,
The Monkies or any other group for
that matter if it's known that no one
cares for that particular type of
music.

We students would greatly appreciate music during the changing
periods allowed between classes. It
would help the students psychologically. It would lead to a better
atmosphere around the school. But
in order for this to be a success,
studies and limitations have to be
taken. Through the help of you and
your fellow writers this project can
be a real success.
Thanks a lot,
James Kennedy

W WINONAN
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ELECTION

Sikorski Runs Rigorous Campaign
In Quest For Congressional Seat
by Dave Galchutt

Which candidate has had both the
President and Vice-President campaign for him at the same time,
besides having the First Lady, the
U.S. House of Representatives
Majority Leader, and a well-known
pop vocal artist appear for him, all
in the same week?
If you haven't seen his signs or
heard his ads, Gerry Sikorski is
trying to become a household word.
Sikorski is the Democratic-Farmer-Labor (DFL) endorsed candidate for the First Congressional
District.
When he isn't having other big
names campaign for him, he's out
doing it himself. The race has
attracted attention on national
news, as well as from news
publications such as U.S. News &
World Report.

Sikorski is currently a state
senator from Stillwater and received a law degree from the
University of Minnesota.
He states he has a background
and understanding of agriculturerelated areas, in a district which is
comprised of a half-urban/half-rural
mix.
"I think the real question is that
you can't be everything to everybody. Only 13 per cent of the First
District make their living off
farming...You don't need to be
everything to be a good strong
advocate and representative," notes
Sikorski.
What concerns the state senator
the most is "who is going to own and
control America. The larger corporate producers are forcing small and
medium-sized producers out because they have tax loss advantages, who are involved in farming
because of real estate speculation,
or in mineral/resource speculation
that's underneath the farmland."
Sikorski was a member of the
State Senate Agriculture Land
Preservation Committee, and cosponsored legislation limiting foreign ownership of Minnesota farmland.
The top six per cent of agricultural producers now control 61 per
cent of production, and the top five
per cent gets price supports,
according to Sikorski. "Yet they're
not the farmers we know...They're
Tenneco Oil Company and Standard
Oil of California."
Sikorski would like to see more
people working. One cause of
inflation is people who "are bringing
[welfare and unemeploymenti
checks to a marketplace, buying
goods and services, without contributing to the goods and services to
that marketplace."
This involves $16 billion of federal
cost, and if more people were
working, this would lessen the

economy's drag, easing demand-pull
inflation, says Sikorski.
"We need some stimulus...can
afford a tax cut, but not like the
'pie-in-the sky' approach advocated
by my opponent," says Sikorski.
Arlen Erdahl, Independent-Republican candidate in the First District,
supports the Kemp-Roth bill, which
would lower federal income taxes by
one-third over a three-year period.
Sikorski favors the Jarvis approach in which government spending would be reduced by $25 billion
a year, cutting taxes by $121/2 billion
over a four-year period.
The senator embraces a "pro-life"
position on abortion. At the same
time, he favors alternatives such as
"good family planning and support
for those services."
He points out "there are problems
happening today with legalized
abortion that people tend to gloss
over...medical problems, psychological problems with abortions.
"I expect some human problems
with a ban on abortions...yet I think
those problems should be addressed
as people problems."
While he supports a Constitutional amendment to ban abortions,
he favors the E.R.A. and its
extension, a position which he
realizes may seem contradictory to
many.
Sikorski states, "To be consistent
with my position for my concern of
human life, I oppose degradation of
human life...I don't believe in
discrimination based on sex or
status."
Unlike his opponent, he does not
favor tuition tax credits for parents
who send their children to private
schools, except on a higher education level. He opposes such credits
on an elementary and secondary
level, saying it would "remove much
needed monies for public school and
open the door to federal interven-

tion into private schools."
He states he has an "emotional
commitment and a political concern"
about the pollution of the Mississippi River.
Having worked at the Pig's Eye
Treatment Plant near St. Paul,
Sikorski has had a first-hand look at
what goes on.
"The first step," according to
Sikorski, " is to educate the people
in the Twin Cities to realize the cost
of sewage treatment.
"We need to change over to a
more efficient system that uses
re-cycling." One by-product Sikorski
advocates use of is sludge to
produce fertlizer.
"And I'm sure that most people
would be willing to pay for a cleaner
Mississippi by paying for better
treatment and have by-products
that could be used," he adds.
Another area Sikorski has been
active in is restoration of old
buildings and houses, preserving
their historic flavor. He's a member
of the National Trust for Preservation, Washington County Historical
Society, and founder of a "Rivertown Restoration" movement in
Stillwater.
He would like to see the cores of
cities trying to maintain their
character, rather than gutting their
interiors and using urban renewal
funds selectively.
After an hour-long interview,
Sikorski was scheduled to make an
appearance for Goodview Days. He
had already sent his campaign
workers to the beer tent to pass out
literature.
"How many pieces did you pass
out?" asked the candidate. "We
blanketed the area — to a whole 10
people," said the worker. "Well,
that's 10 more people who know
about me who didn't know about me
yesterday," replied Sikorski.

CONSIDER
MILWAUKEE
Graduating nurse students who are seeking that first
professional employment will find that St. Joseph's
Hospital, Milwaukee, Wisconsin offers not only a
primary nursing environment, an Internship program,
on-going inservice education, and the modern facilities
of a major teaching hospital, but also one of the Midwest's finest living environments. We have much to
tell you and would like to send our Nursing pamphlet to
you. Write us or call Darryl Draeger collect
at (414) 447 2159.
-

ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL
5000 WEST CHAMBERS STREET
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53210
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Boschwitz Lead Dwindling
by Tom McMahon

The senatorial hopes of Independent-Republican Rudy Boschwitz
seem to be growing more and more
cloudy as the November 7 election
approaches. Boschwitz, millionaire
founder of the Plywood Minnesota
chain, had earlier in the campaign
enjoyed a 23 per cent lead over
incumbent DFL Senator Wendell
Anderson. But the latest Minnesota
Poll by the Minneapolis Tribune
shows Boschwitz with only a slim 4
per cent lead over Anderson.
Although still apparently confident of his victory, Boschwitz faces
yet more trouble stemming from
political espionage charges against
his campaign workers. At this point,
many political observers are beginning to sense the strong possibility
of an upset victory by Anderson in
his attempt to become only the
second person in history to win
election after stepping down as
governor to fill a vacant U.S. Senate
seat.
The political espionage charges
are the focus of a $250,000 lawsuit
brought by Anderson to recover
copies of yet unaired Anderson
television commercials obtained by
the Boschwitz campaign committee.
Boschwitz has agreed not to use the
disputed copies. Anderson, who has
stated that it was "clearly unethical" for Boschwitz to have secret
copies of his unplayed TV ads, is
seeking punitive damages of
$200,000 and acutal damages of
$50,000. Boschwitz has in turn said
the three Anderson commercials in
question were obtained inadvertently while attempting to get a look
at his opponents' "gutter-level ads".
Responding to continuing pressure, Boschwitz's own campaign ads
have shifted from the folksy
"Gather round Minnesota" theme to

a more hardhitting approach. One
such ad, for example, charges that
Anderson was absent for most key
Senate votes this year; also if
Anderson wanted to be in the
Senate so badly to "appoint himself", he should at least show up for
work.
Most observers in Washington,
however, are of the opinion that
Anderson simply must spend most
of his time in Minnesota campaigning and raising money if he is to
have any chance of winning this
November against his well-financed
opponent. With no restrictions on
the amount of money a candidate
can give or lend his own campaign,
Boschwitz has spent over $1,000,000
so far and is well ahead of
Anderson's $650,000 in spending.
Both candidates are limited by law
to $1,000 donation from individuals
per campaign, although this restriction is seen hurting Anderson much
more than Boschwitz.
What may turn out to be more
important than the campaign spending though, is the extent of support
given to Anderson by the state's
DFL voters, who outnumber the
Republicans 2 to 1. The liberal wing
of the DFL has up to now not been a
strong supporter of Anderson,
despite his recent zero rating by the
right-wing American Conservative
Union. But both Anderson and
Independent-Republican Dave
Durenberger have been helped by
the support of Minnesota's sizeable
block of liberals in the wake of Don
Fraser's loss in the primary to
conservative DFLer Bob Short.
Whether this upsurge in liberal
support to Anderson is strong
enough to propel him to victory is
not certain at this point. As yet, the
U.S. Senate race between Wendell
Anderson and Rudy Boschwitz is
simply too close to call.

AT THE BOOKSTORE

WHITE STAG JACKETS
An outstanding special is being offered on our
new shipment of White Stag Jackets. Regular
retail price is $56.00. Now being sold for only
$27.50 while our limited supply lasts. Don't miss
this outstanding special.

WHITE STAG WARMUPS
A new stock of White Stag Warmups are now on
sale. Regular price $39.50 and up are now being
sold for only $27.50. Many bright colors and
styles to choose from.

W.S.U. BAGS
Our purple and white leather bags are now on
special. Ideal as gym or short trip bag. Regular
price 12.95, now only $10.95.
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Student Senate Speaks Out
Where Your Money
Will Go

There is a Presidential Task
Force meeting every Wednesday
from 3:00 to 5:00 in Somsen 219.
This Task Force is to determine the
amount of funds available to the
various groups on campus.
The decisions reached will affect
every student on campus. Realignment and redetermination of percentages for the percentage groups
(athletics, Winona, SCAC, Up and
Company, Intermurals, etc.) will be

made. If you or your club, group, or
organization feel the need or would
care to address the Student Activity
Fund Task Force please contact
David Sanders in the Student
Senate.
Members of the Task Force are
Mrs. Susan Day, Ms. Sandra Brake,
Mr. Don Sheehan, Mr. Jacques
Reidelberger, Mr. David Detloff,
Mr. David Sanders, and Mr. Mike
McCarthy.

The Student Senate Communications Committee is in the process of
organizing a review board of 5
students to review each issue of the
Winonan. This will be a permanent

committee which will meet weekly
with the Winonan Editors.
The Student Senate Communications Committee is in need of 2
non-senate members to serve on
this committee. The Communications Committee is responsible for
all publicity and public relations for
the Student Senate.
The Student Senate is also in
need of a Junior Senator. Applicants
will be closed two (2) weeks from
this date at which time the Senate
will make its decision.
Students interested in the above
mentioned activities, should contact
the Student Senate Office.

Concerned Individuals Needed

Voter Registration
at WSU
The Student Senate would like to
thank the many students who
participated in voter registration
the week of October 9 through
October 13. We registered over 300
voters in the week long effort. At
this time we would like to give a
special thanks to Gail Froelich,
Linda Brazel, Sherri Thorsen, Ann
Mulhurn, Leslie Bridges, Carol
Froelich, Penny Hage, Rose Daily,
Vernon Yetzer, and many others
who aided us in this task.
If you did not have an opportunity
to register during the wekk, you can
still register and vote the day of the
election (November 7, 1978). Just
take your fee statement receipt or a
registered friend from your precinct
to confirm your residence to the
polls and you may register and vote
that day. All dorm students vote at
Lincoln School located at the corner
of Sarnia and Huff Streets.

Official Notice
The Student Activity Fund Committee requests that all groups
requesting student activity fund
monies submit a final budget to the
committee as soon as possible.
Blank line item budget forms are
available in the Business OfficeSomsen.
There are 3 vacancies left to fill on
the Student Activity Fund Committee. If you are interested in where
the activity fee goes, how it is spent,
on whom it is spent, then show some
interest by applying for the
committee in the Student Senate.

Academic Affair
Notes
"Attention all students who will
be mass registering and did not
pre-register, your program slips
must be signed by your advisor
before you can register for winter
quarter."
Now that you have completed or
nearly completed pre-registration,
it is very important to have your
feedback on the newly initiated
advising system. On November 7th,
senators Todd Bille and Dana
Schneeberger will be attending a
meeting to discuss advising refinements for spring quarter. They will
represent your (students) opinion
on registration and advising. Boxes
will be set up in the cafeteria and
the Student Senate office for your
answers to this questionaire. You
can also get in touch with the
following people if you have any
additional comments:
Student Senate Office: 457-2185
Deb Schroeder:
452-4719
Todd Bille:
457-2459
Dana Schneeberger:
457-2205
1. What is your academic year in
school?
2. Who was youradvisor?
3. In what department is your
major?
4. Were you satisfied with the
advice you received?
5. Did your advisor take time to
discuss your schedule or did
he/she merely sign your program?
6. Do you feel that mandatory
advising is necessary on
campus?
7. If Advising had not been
mandatory, would you have still

taken the initiative to see an
advisor?
8. Do you feel advising should be
mandatory for Juniors and
Seniors?
9. Are you going to retain the
assigned advisor or are you
going to seek another advisor
within the department.
10. Did you know who your
academic advisor was prior to
this mandatory advising?
11. What other significant information you receive from your
advisor? Give specific examples.
12. What problems did you encounter in preregistering or advising
that need attention.
13. Did the advice you received from
your advisor help you when you
preregistered?
14. Did you notice any problems of
card pulling?
15. Were you satisfied with the wait
lists?
16. How many of the classes you had
signed on your program slip
were closed by the time you
preregistered?
17. Would you like to see preregistration eliminated and have only
mass registration.
18. Do you have any other
suggestions, comments that
would be helpful for advising or
registering?
19. Did you see an advisor in the
undeclared advising area in
Somsen?
20. Did you have enough time with
an advisor to receive sufficient
advice?
21. Did you declare a major?
22. Did you have any problem in
getting the advisor in the
department you preferred.

NEXT ISSUE—

So you're going to college to be
a lepidopterist
Will You Have
A Job When You
Graduate?

You like catching, mounting
and cataloging butterflies. Is
there any reason for you to
believe your career will take off
after you graduate? In the next
issue of Insider—the free
supplement to your college
newpaper from Ford—college
degrees and careers they prepare you for will be discussed.
And while you're enjoying

Look for Insider
Ford's continuing series of
college newspaper supplements.

your Insider, check out the
sharp new Fords for '79. Like
the New Breed of Mustang
with dramatic new sports
car styling. And FiestaWundercar. Ford's fun little
import. You can bet Ford
has just about everything
you'd want to drive.
See if your college education
and career hopes are working
together, read the next Insider.
And check out the new lineup
of '79 Fords. They'll both put
you on the right road.

FORD
FORD DIVISION

23. Did you have any problem in
setting up a time to see your
advisor?
24. In your opinion were the
students taking advantage of the
advising area or were the
advisors merely wasting their
time? In other words, could you
estimate the number of students
who were advised while you
were in the advising area?
NEW IN WINONA — TRI-C.A.S.A.
You might have seen the above
symbol at various nooks and corners
all, around the campus. Tri-C.A.S.A.
stands for Tri-College African
Students Association; a brand new
cultural organization involving all
the three colleges in the community.
Its main goal is "Traditional
Cultural Sharing." If your roots
mean anything to you, then this is
the organization for you.
Tri-C.A.S.A. meets on the 1st
Saturday of every month at 6 p.m.
in any one of the three campuses, on
a rotational basis. Membership is
open to all.
Look out for our code, "TriC.A.S.A.", some thrilling activities
are coming up.
We hope to see you when we next
meet on Nov. 4, 1978 at 6 p.m. in
Dining Room E of the Kryzsko
Commons, Winona State.
For copies of the Constitution,
please see or write to:
The Secretary
Tri-C.A.S.A.
105 Prentiss Hall
Winona State University
Winona, MN 55987

Student
Renters Book
Available
...By the INACTION of the Winona
City Council, which elected not to
consider the Student Status Amendment to the City Housing Ordinance, they have classified all
students that rent off-campus as
SECOND CLASS CITIZENS. Landlords in this community are within
their legal rights if they discriminate against anyone simply because
of their status as a student! We are
trying to change this. We as
students feel we should be afforded
the same rights as residents of this
community.
"KNOW YOUR RIGHTS", a
guidebook for tenants is being sold
by the Student Senate in an attempt
to organize a tenant's union in this
area. As an organized union, we will
be able to wield the power
necessary to change these discriminating practices, not only as
tenants, but in check cashing
privileges and other concerns
whereby students are separated
and dealt with as a minority. For
one dollar, the book is yours. Let's
get together and stand up for your
rights.
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ART and ARTISTS
Concert Pianist Teaches at WSU
\`

by Richard Donnelly

~~

Few people realize that among
the faculty at WSU is a piano
virtuoso who has cut records and
performed widely.
Robert Hungerford is a pianist of
considerable accomplishment who
continues to perform along with his
duties as a music instructor in the
PAC.
Hungerford grew up in New York
where he took his undergraduate
and graduate degrees from Julliard.
He performed and taught in and
around New York City before
ravelling to the Paris Conservatory
of Music to study with the renowned
French pianist Jeanne-Marie Darre
in 1964. Returning in '66 Hungerford applied at WSU and was
immediately accepted without
examination.
Hungerford is enthusiastic about
his position. "I love to teach...it's a
constant challenge," he said. "One of
my ambitions as a teacher is to
attract more capable students."
Claiming that many American
students are stage-shy. Hungerford
believes piano students should
perform before an audience more
often. His belief stems from his
experiences in Europe where students "are continually placed before
an audience."

Robert Hungerford sits at one of two pianos in his office in the Performing
[Photo by All Rasoullaemi]
Arts Center.

Despite his full-time position at
WSU Hungerford has continued to
appear on stage..."I always welcome
the chance to perform." He has
appeared with the Winona Symphony, giving students the rare
chance of playing with a first-rate
artist. He also has performed
extensively with the Schubert Club
in St. Paul. A highlight in his career
was when he performed a Mozart
concerto with the world-famous St.
Paul Chamber Orchestra in 1971.
Among the albums he has recorded

is a Chopin-Liszt recital on the
Educo label.
"My preference is for Romantic
literature," states Hungerford,
rather than the more percussive
modern music for piano."
It's difficult for me to explain
exactly what my style of playing is.
I like emotion, but with this you
must have good mechanical technique. The greater the mechanical
skill, the greater the freedom to

play, express oneself artistically."
Hungerford discounts the idea of
born talent. "You may have
marvelous talent, coordination, etc.,
but without hard work you won't
make it. To be a professional you
must be totally committed to the
instrument.
Bob Hungerford, concert pianist
and educator, has never regretted
that committment.

Halloween Night-Life
The celebration of Halloween
always brings out the best in
night-life for the Winona area, and
this year is no exception.

favorites, the North Country Band,
will be on hand to entertain for the
evening. A costume contest will be
held.

On Sunday, Oct. 29, the M.Q. will
be hosting the Halloween Bust.
Cirrus, a newly organized local band
will be on stage from 8-12 p.m.
Prizes will be awarded for the best
costumes, and those wearing costumes will be given a break at the
door.

Betty Jo's will be featuring a
disco Oct. 31, and a costume contest
will also be held.

The Club Bar will hold its annual
Halloween party Oct. 31. Local

And finally for those lucky
enough to get tickets, Bob Dylan
will be in the Twin Cities Oct. 31.
This will be Dylan's first concert in
the Metro area in over ten years.
Tickets for the event sold out in less
than one day.

fiW

ea
The Barbers specialize
in the Wash & Wear Cut for
today's active people.
Easy to care for, easy to look at.
Make an appointment today.
454-4900
77 West 3rd St.
Across from Snyder's

s•i arbe

Shops from
Coast to Coast

Hairstyling for men and women.

Don't Forget - Free Albums
We will be giving away a free single album per week. Simply fill in the
coupon and state what album you would like to receive FREE if chosen a
winner. Drawing is good on single albums only. Coupons must be brought
in person, no mail-in entries accepted. A winner will be drawn at
random every Tuesday afternoon at 5:00. The winner will receive a
phone call and the free album specified.
69 E. 4th Winona, MN 55987
452-2936

SENIORS
BE AHEAD OF SCHEDULE;
HAVE YOUR
PORTRAIT
TAKEN NOW

By Alf Photography

I
I
I

I

It's simple...We want
to know what it
is you'd like to
hear...and we'll
give it to you...

Name
Address
Phone No .
Album Choice
Local Radio &
Newspapers you prefer

01

HEMMINGS MUSIC CENTER
103 PLAZA EAST - DOWNTOWN
WINONA'S NEw MUSIC SUPERMARKET
WHERE MUSIC BEGINS

FREE.
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ART and ARTISTS
Author/Poet Talks With Students
by Dan Day
Author and poet James Dickey
visited Winona State University
Wednesday to discuss with students
and faculty various literary works of
his own, as well as those of other
renowned writers of our time.
Dickey, in an informal discussion
held in the Kryzsko Commons
lounge, told a group of about thirty
anxious listeners that he was a
"compulsive writer." "Perhaps my
problem is that I write too much,
and don't have enough time to do
the things in life that I really enjoy,"
he stated.
Among Dickey's hobbies are
canoeing, playing the guitar, and
archery. All of these hobbies were
very much a part of his most famous
work, Deliverance.

James Dickey

Students Direct
Forensics
Tournament
by Richard Donnelly
Interested WSU students prepared and supervised the 11th
annual Sugar Loaf Classic forensics
tournament Oct. 13 and 14 at WSU.
250 speakers from 23 Midwestern
colleges and universities used 30
classrooms for the event.
The overall winer in the tourney
was Mankato State U. with 202
points. WSU contestants were
unable to get into the finals due to
the intense competition. Despite
this they "...did a good job...it's
early in the season," stated forensics coach Walter McCormick.
An example of the caliber of
talent WSU's speakers were up
against is the excellent showing by

Bruce Hammond, whose two firsts
and a fourth did not qualify him for
finals. "There is an element of luck,"
stated McCormick, referring to the
random grouping of contestants in
the preliminaries.
Other speakers for WSU were
Steve Gwilt, Casey Clark, Judy
Sonvik, Bruce Turnquist, and Audrey Sissler. Student Ross Willoughby directed the tourney and was
assisted by Mike Famelly and Jane
Huitt, also students at WSU.
McCormick emphasizes that anyone is welcome to participate in
forensics activities. For information
he can be reached in his office —
Room 207 in the PAC.

Born in Northern Georgia, the
writer felt the setting for Deliverance very prevalent in his background. "All stories by any author,
regardless of what they may say, is
autobiographical in a sense. All
writers are influenced by a part, if
not more, of their lives."
In the novel Deliverance, four
men attempt to 'get away from it all'
by going down a wild river in a

Dickey stated at the discussion
that he holds a "certain feeling for
the sense of risk. What the work
actually has going for it is the
narrative thrust involved in the
story itself."
According to Dickey, he started
writing in the service, mainly for
"something to do. I never wrote
much of anything before that, as I
enjoyed sports tremendously."
Reading a great deal while in the
service, Dickey also became interested in the works of Hemingway. "I
would read some of his classic works
as just another book, until I finally
realized that there was a lot more to
Hemingway than I had originally
perceived," he said. Now, Dickey
thoroughly reads through the writer's works.

Although most people know
James Dickey only for his novels
and his main work Deliverance, he
is an illustrious poet as well.
Accordingto Dickey, "Poetry is the
main thing for me." Realizing the
importance of poetry, Dickey feels
that it is the "center of the creative
wheel."
"Being a chronic writer, I try
endless experimentation in my
poetic works." Dickey also explains
that "reading a lot is the best thing
any young poet can do."
Among Dickey's more widely
known poetic writings are "Sun,"
and "Falling." Both of these works
describe in explicit detail what the
titles refer to.
A philosophy major at Vanderbilt
University, James Dickey now
tours colleges and conventions
endlessly, as well as teaching
various English courses. A very
down-to-earth person, Dickey still
enjoys hobbies many fifty-six yearolds could not even dream of. "For a
person nearing that age of serenity.
I couldn't understand why I can't
stop skin-diving, rock-climbing, or
`shooting the rapids'!"

Skillful Recital Given by Students
Eight WSU musicians presented
a skillful recital Oct. 18 at 2 p.m. in
Recital Hall at the Performing Arts
Center.
The performers were Rick Snyder, trumpet; Marcia Koschade,
mezzo-soprana; Desiree Jones, piano; Wayne Vehrenkamp, baritone
voice; Derek Dahl, bass voice; Lori
Lidtke, mezzo-soprano; Mike Peterson, baritone voice; and Scott
Tinney, piano.
Although all the vocalists were
impressive, Derek Dahl and Lori
Lidtke were most outstanding. Dahl
performed an energetic and resonant bass in a song from Beethoven's
opera "Fidelio", while Lidtke
showed the audience an unusually

4th Annual Halloween Party
900 Best Costume Prize

clear and expressive rendition of
Dvorak's "Biblical Songs."
Pianists Desiree Jones and Scott
Tinney presented contrasting works
in a vocalist-dominated concert.

Jones' "Gardens in the Rain" by
Claude Debussey was vibrant and
translucent; Tinney's performance
of the Beethoven "Les Adieux"
sonato was powerfully emotional.

KQAL's Program Log
7 PM Wednesday
Oct. 25

Wings of Music
"Acetate Review"

9 PM Wednesday
Oct. 25

Hemmings
"That's Jazz"

FEATURE ALBUM:
Inner Secrets, Santana

"Thursday Nite
Live"

FEATURE ALBUM:
Second Movement, Les McCann
& Eddie Harris
FEATURED PERFORMER:
Dave Himmelbach

4 PM Friday
Oct. 27

"Friday Afternoon
Special"

FEATURED ARTIST:
Seals & Crofts

9 PM Sunday
Oct. 29

"Sunday Mystery
Theater"

EPISODE:
"The Green Hornet"

7 PM Monday
Oct. 30

M.Q. "Presents"

FEATURED ALBUM:
"The Best of David Crosby
& Graham Nash"

8 PM Thursday
Oct. 26

The Casual Towne
(Next to Ted Maier)

FASHION
JEANS and TOPS

— Door Prizes —

Free Entry If Wearing Costume
m
Tuesday - October 31st

canoe. They then come across two
beautifully stereotyped hillbillies.
These hillbillies harass the four
businessmen (two of whom are
portrayed by John Voight and Burt
Reynolds) and actually kill one of
them for no apparent reason. The
rest of the novel includes the hunt
for, and finally the killing of, the two
trigger-happy woodsmen.

ueen

"Between 2nd &
3rd on Johnson"
Downtown Winona

for Guys and Gals
New Merchandise Arriving Weekly
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Nation's Top Team

WSU Gridders Looking to Scalp Morris
by Mike Killeen
Assistant Sports Editor
When you talk about the football
team that has dominated the
Minnesota collegiate football scene
the past several years, chances are
that you are talking about the
University of Minnesota-Morris
football team.
And when you talk about the
number one ranked team in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association Division III poll, you are
talking about the same Cougar
football team.
Trying to knock off that Cougar
team is the task that faces the
Winona State University football
team Saturday as the Warriors play
host to the Cougars in a Northern
Intercollegiate Conference game at
Maxwell Field starting at 1:30 p.m.
"We're pretty excited up here
about the ranking", Cougar head
coach Al Molde explained the other
day, "and we think it's not just an
honor for our school but an honor for
our entire conference."
The success story of the Cougar
football program reads something
like a plot to a Hollywood movie.
UM-M started playing football in
1961 and compiled a not-so-impressive 0-4-1 record.
From there, though, it has been
onward and upward for the Cougars. Last year, Morris reached the
semifinals of the NCAA Division Ill
playoffs before losing to Wabash
College 37-21. And, in what was to
be a rebuilding year, the Cougars
find themselves perched atop the

national ratings.
Winona State head football coach
Myron Smith was not surprised at
the number one ranking. "They've
been building for that — it was just
a matter of time before they got it
(the ranking)."
The Cougars bring a 25-game NIC
winning streak into Maxwell Field,
with their latest victory coming in a
33-9 win over Bemidji State
University last Saturday. UM-M has
also won the last three NIC titles,
and appear headed for a fourth as
the Cougars currently stand at 5-0
(7-0 overall) in loop action.
Molde says that while he has not
seen films of the WSU football team,
he has heard that the Warriors are
"a much improved team over last
season. I'm sure they (Winona) have
a new enthusiasm for football with
the new coach", referring to Smith.
The Warriors have played the
Cougars extremely tough over the
past two years, with Morris
claiming a hard-fought 23-10 win
last season.
"Winona State has always given
us a good ballgame", Molde explained. "People are always `up' for
us — we're the biggest game on the
schedule.
The balance of Winona State's
hope rests on whether halfback
Larry Wright can play Saturday.
Wright was injured in the Moorhead
State game of two weeks ago and
missed the Warriors 21-12 loss to
Michigan Tech last Saturday.
"Larry improves our offense
60%", says Smith, adding that the
,

Spikers Winless at U of M
The Winona State women's volleyball team found the road to
Minneapolis a long one this past
weekend as the Warriors dropped
five consecutive matches at the
University of Minnesota Invitational volleyball tournament.
The Warriors opened play Friday
against Mankato State University,
with the Mavericks rebounding to
defeat WSU 15-8, 12-15, and 17-15.
St. Cloud State then beat the
Warriors in two straight games,
15-4 and 15-8.

Winona State concluded its action
Friday with a 15-6, 15-12 loss to the
hosting Gophers and a setback at
the hands of St. Catherines College
(9-15, 15-5, 15-5).
Augsburg College then eliminated the Warriors from the
tournament Saturday with a 15-8,
15-4 win over Winona State. The
team's final action in Winona for
1978 is slated for Saturday at the
Winona Invitational at St. Mary's
College.

other backs "are not as experienced
or talented as Larry." The coaches
will know by today as to whether
Wright can play.
Morris mixes their rushing and
passing attempts on a nearly 50-50
level. "They play very basic
football", Smith said, adding that
the Cougars "do not pile up the
points and they do ' not make
mistakes."

The Warriors will probably be
leery of the Morris passing attack
led by quarterback Al Kreb and
receiver Jack Siljendahl. The duo
had a field day against the Warrior
defense last year, Kreb completing
14 of 20 passes for 197 yards and
two touchdowns while Siljendahl
caught eight passes, good for 125
yards and one TD.
Smith called Kreb the "best

all-around quarterback in the
league" while he called Siljendahl a
"very effective" receiver.
That's the unenviable task the
Warriors face Saturday at Maxwell
Field: not only going up against the
number one team in the conference
but also the number one ranked
team in the conference. Does
anyone remember the MinnesotaMichigan game of one year ago?

Warriors Find End Zone Elusive
In 21-12 Loss to Michigan Tech
The Winona State football team
tried to use a thunder-and-lightning
attack to defeat Michigan Tech
Saturday in Houghton, Michigan,
but they left the lightning behind
and dropped the ballgame by a 21-12
score.
WSU's offense thundered to 12
first half downs and 141 yards on
the ground, but the absence of
lightning-quick Larry Wright due to
an injury and the failure of the
offense to strike for points when it
had chances to, led to a 7-6 halftime
deficit instead of what could easily
have been a one or two touchdown
lead.
The Huskies capitalized on Warrior mistakes and used a strong
third-quarter effort to power them
to their third NIC victory. WSU
drops to 2-3 in the conference and
2-6 overall.
Warrior quarterback Tom Kearly, playing in his hometown and
against the school where his father,
Ted, is the athletic director, rose to
the occasion, running for 65 first
half yards and scoring one of the
two Winona touchdowns on a 3-yard
keeper in the fourth quarter.
Running backs Loren Hewitt,
Kevin Ellinghuysen, and Dave
Shrum performed creditably in
Winona's "thunder" attack. Ellinghuysen, a freshman, tallied WSU's
first touchdown, capping a 50-yard
drive with a 3-yard touchdown
plunge.
That score put the Warriors up to
a 6-0 lead early in the game. The
drive started after Mike Werden

Warriorettes: WSU's Answer to Cowgirls

recovered a Tech fumble at midfield.
But fumbles and mistakes eventually did Winona State in, as they
have so many times this year. The
list of miscues included three
fumbles, two of them deep in Tech
territory, a blOcked punt which set
up Tech's first score, and an
impressive drive by the WSU
offense which knocked on the door
but could not produce a single point.
That drive took a lot of steam out
of the WSU attack. The Warriors
started with the ball on the Tech 37
after Rick Williams returned a
Huskie kick 56 yards. The Warriors
ground their way to a first down on
the Tech 4, thanks to two ten-yard
runs by Kearly.

But the Warriors were stopped
cold right there, as a fourth down
call to Ron Krogman on a run up the
middle fell just short of the MTU
goal line, where Tech took over on
downs.
Most of the rest of the game
belonged to Michigan Tech quarterback Bob North and receiver Don
Lukas, who teamed up eight times
for 122 yards and a 41-yard scoring
play against the WSU defense.
North added a 1-yard quarterback
sneak for a touchdown. The other
Tech score came on a three-yard run
by Bob Tomasoski.
The Warriors face the unenviable
task of trying to beat UM-Morris,
the nation's top ranked team,
Saturday. (See related story.)

NIC Standings
UM-Morris
Moorhead State
St. Cloud State
UM-Duluth
Michigan Tech
WINONA STATE
Mankato State
Southwest State
Bemidji State

NIC
WL
5 0
4 1
4 1
3 2
3 2
2 3
1 3
0 5
0 6

Overall
WL
7 0
5 3
4 4
5 2
3 4
2 6
4 3
1 6
0 7

Last Week's Scores:
Michigan Tech 21 WINONA STATE 12
Morris 33, Bemidji 9
Moorhead 14, Mankato 13
St. Cloud 30, Duluth 23
Southwest 13, Sioux Falls 0

by Dan Ruda
Sixteen Winona State girls will be
dancing their way to fame and good
fortune as members of Winona
State's precision dance team, the
Warriorettes.
The Warriorettes will perform at
WSU's basketball games, and according to the faculty advisor, Sue
Ann Kuchenmeister, the team has
been well known in the past and is
often invited to represent WSU at
functions and events throughout the
state.
Sixteen regulars and three alternates were recently selected from
the 25 girls who tried out. The
regular team members include:
Julie Ashenhurst, Jane George,
Pam Hunt, Heather Janowski, Shari
Kester, Rhonda Knutson, Sheri
Landin, Jill Marquette, -Julie O'Connell, Kristi Olson, Karen O'Malley,
Julie Onsrud, Cheryl Rosebrook,

Pam Townsend, Lori Updike and
Lori Welch. Kathy Johnson, Pam
Johnson and Amy Magnus are
alternates.
"The Warriorettes have been
around for years and years,
however they were inactive last
year because of a lack of interest,"
says Kuchenmeister. The team

policies have been reworked, so
anyone interested in obtaining a
copy to find out more about the
team should contact Sue Ann in 118
Memorial Hall.
The Warriorettes will be having
try-outs again in the spring for
people interested in the team next
fall.

Schedule Of Upcoming Events
TIME
9:00 AM

DATE
10/28

PLACE
EVENT
Volleyball at Winona Invitational St. Mary's
Volleyball Tournament

10/28

Cross Country at NIC
Conference Meet

Moorhead

10/28

Football vs. Morris

Maxwell Field' 1:30 PM

10/31

Volleyball vs. St. Cloud,
University of Minnesota

St. Cloud

Jackson Street Coffee House Is .. .
Not Just Another Place To Eat
•• Fantastic Home Made Soups & Sandwiches
• Seven World Famous Omelets

• Fine French Crepes
• Exotic Coffee & Tea
253 Jackson St., Winona

\ E.

All Day

6:00 PM

ackson
Street

i,1).C
._ ri '11.
)

foju
es
ee

WINONA, MN.
Get Mugged
Mondays
Winona's Only Peanut Pub
Free Popcorn

Soon Featuring
Char Broiled Food
Downtown Winona
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Winona State Handballer
Still Ready to Take On
The World's Best
by Joe Bissen
Winonan Sports Editor

Six months of competition with
the world's best players has not
dampened the optimism of Dave
Wolvington, who still feels he can
become one of the world's best
handball players (if he is not already
one of the best).
Last. April, Wolvington, a senior
at Winona State, told the Winonan
that he would become the world's
best handball player. Does he still
think he can play with the best of
them, even after spending the
summer on the courts competing
against them?
"I think even more so now," says
Wolvington. "I'm a much smarter
player now."
Sure, you say. How can a guy that
goes to WSU think he's going to be
the best in the world? Who does he
think he is, Reggie Jackson? And
besides, what does he have to prove
he's so good?
For starters, he's been in three
tournaments this fall, and has
walked through them without a
blemish. He's simply won everything he's been in — two singles and
one doubles title. Besides that, he
was ranked 27th overall among
America's handballers while in
Arizona this summer. ("I consider
myself in the top 16 right now," says
Wolvington.)

pretty cocky to go around saying
stuff like that."
Wrong again. Cocky surely isn't a
good way to describe Wolvington.
For one thing, cocity people don't
need any prodding for them to tell
you how good they are. Wolvington
will speak of his talents only if you
ask him to.
And a lot of cocky people get aced .E
in the friends department. Not
Wolvington. If you intend to talk to
him for any length of time, be ready
for one of many of Wolvington's
friends to interrupt at any time with
comments like, "Oh, I can play
handball, too."
Handball is not an easy game to Dave Wolvington in action on the WSU handball courts. Wolvington will
excel at, though. It's similar to attempt to qualify for the pro tour early in November.
racquetball, except that "you're That's the most important thing. I which buys all of his equipment.
hitting a smaller, harder ball on a get more mentally fatigued than Saranac supports Wolvington besmaller, target (your hand)," in physically." He calls himself an cause it "wants somebody who's up
and coming," says Wolvington.
Wolvington's words.
aggressive player.
The game requires that one be in
And if all goes according to plan,
And how can Wolvington, as a
excellent physical shape. Wolving- student and amateur, afford to play Dave Wolvington should make the
ton passes that test with flying in these tournaments? One form of board of directors at Saranac a
colors. In fact, he says he's never
help comes from Saranac Company, happy group in the near future.
been in better shape than now. Just
by looking at him, you can see that.
Two hours of working out each day
(one on the courts and one with
weights and ropes) have left
Wolvington in super condition.
Remember last week when we only temporarily. This week's
The hardest thing to do, he says,
told you our head was on the block? ratings:
is to "keep my intensity and poise.
Well, if you see one rolling around
1. Odd Squad — they haven't been
41 41 11 41 11 41 40 40 41 41 41 41 40 40 41 41 6 41 41 41 41 6 1, 41 0 111 0 0
campus, it's probably ours. The heard from before now, but after
Winonan is proud to say it got a 12-0 and 39-0 wins last week, they
get the nod as the number one team.
total of one of its predictions in the
women's football playoffs right.
2. Uffdas — still undefeated,
That's a stellar one-for-six perfor- Uffdas move up one notch. They
mance, for a .167 average. Sounds posted identical 20-0 wins over
like Steve Yeager's World Series Austin Kraft and Rush II.
3. F. Thurst — A potent offense
performance.
Two of last week's rated teams, put this team in the ratings. F.
Anigav and Hang Loose Boys, Thurst scored 72 points in two
played just one game last week, so victories last week.
they vanish from the ratings but

And, he played in a tournament in
Milwaukee' one weekend as a
warmup to what may be the most
important series of weekends of his
life in handball. In the next two
weeks, Wolvington will play in the
national YMCA tourney in Wilmington, North Caiolina, and then in the
start of qualifying for a spot on the
pro tour at Des Moines.
Still a nonbeliever? You say,
"Okay, the guy's good, but he's

Intramurals
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by Jim Kohner

The No-Nuts advanced to the Two plays later, Thoreson ran the
finals of the women's intramural ball the last five yards for a
flag football play-offs with a 8-7 touchdown. She then ran the extra
over-time win over the Sanborn point, tying the game at 7-7.
Sweeties last Wednesday.
But all the scoring ended there,
The No-Nuts, now 6-2, met the sending the game into overtime.
Sunshine Gang, a 13-0 winner over
In overtime games, the ball is
the Bourbon St. Babes, in the finals placed on the 40-yard line and both
on Tuesday.
teams are allowed four plays. Then
The first half of Wednesday's whichever team moves the ball
game was totally dominated by the closest to their goal line is the
defenses. Neither team advanced winner.
the ball inside the 20-yard line, and
The No-Nuts got the ball first, but
most of the play was concentrated in they were pushed back to their own
the middle of the field.
37-yard line by a strong defensive
In the second half, the offenses stand by the Sweeties. Now all the
came around momentarily. On their Sweeties had to do was keep the ball
first possession of the second half, inside the 40. But on second down,
Sanborn Sweetie running back an illegal motion penalty was called
Robin Holtzapple ran 25 yards to against them, putting the ball back
the 16-yard line. Then on fourth in their own territory. The Sweeties
down on the 18, Holtzapple circled couldn't move the ball on the next
around the right side of her two plays. And on the final play,
offensive line and ran it in for a No-Nuts linebacker Jane Arnefelt
touchdown. The extra point run by knocked down a desperation pass,
Julie Countryman gave the Swee- giving the No-Nuts the 8-7 victory.
ties a 7-0 lead.
Chris Schultz and Bonnie Jenkins
But that lead didn't last long. also had fine defensive perforMary Kosick ran the ensuing mances for the No-Nuts.
kick-off back to the Sweeties
The loss eliminated the Sanborn
30-yard line, giving the No-Nuts Sweeties from the play-offs. They
great field position. On the next finished the year with a 3-5
play, quarterback Janet Thoreson record.
scrambled down to the 5-yard line.
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Vet N ews
by Ron Schuhs
President Carter signed two
veterans bills into law Wednesday.
One of them providing for the first
time a place of honor for Vietnam
veterans at Arlington National
Cemetery's Tomb of the Unknowns.
Carter stated that the nation has
been neglectful because "we have
not honored the Vietnam veterans
from our hearts and actions." He
also said a plaque will be placed at

Greek Corner

the tomb of the Unknowns to honor
Americans who died in Vietnam.
One of the veterans bills also
provides a 7.3 percent cost of living
increase in benefits to the 2.2 million
veterans and the 368,000 survivors
receiving dependency and indemnity compensation. The other one
improves the veterans' home loan
program by increasing the maximum home loan guarantee from
$17,500 to $25,000, along with other
improvements.

Several events are happening
with the Greeks at Winona State
University. On Wednesday, December 6, the Tri Sororities will be
sponsoring a "Disco For Charity" in
the East Cafeteria. All proceeds will
go to Winona Volunteer Services.
Sue Ann Kuchenmeister, an instructor in Phy. Ed and dance at WSU,
will give free disco lessons for 1
hour during tite dance.

8. Ask questions, make yourself
informed, and be concerned, because what we do now will affect
future generations of our most
valuable resources," our children.

The Tri Sororities will also be
presenting a seminar on Placement
Services on Nov. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in
the East Cafeteria. Dr. Strand from
the Placement Office will be
presenting the program. This is
open and free to all students. Now,
for some individual fraternity and
sororiety news:

Corporation
Continued from page 1
Energy Conservation office, at
452-8550 Ext. 54. Energy Conservation, start now, save now and
later!
Fact 1: "We are running out of
natural resources at an accelerating
rate."
Fact 2: "We are throwing away
reusable resources more and more
daily."
Fact 3: "The United States today
recycles a lower percentage of its
resources than ever before in
history."
Fact 4: "Every year the U.S.
consumes 125 million tons of major
metals, paper, glass, rubber, and
textiles — only about one-fourth of
which are acquired by recycling
operations."

by Melody Lund

If we also cooperate, personally
and publicly in serious conservation
tactics, corporations, institutions,
industries, and business will cooperate seriously, and most of all, at all
levels, international, national, local,
and individual, if we need to make
ourselves aware of an open to
energy conservation ethics.

Dan Ruda, founding member of
Alpha Kappa Lambda Fraternity at
WSU, will be holding an informational meeting on Thursday, Oct. 26
at 8:00 p.m. in Conference Room 127
of the Student Union. This is a super
opportunity for any WSU men to
find out what a fraternity is all
about.

Congratulations to Sigma_ Tau
Gamma Fraternity on winning the
Second Place trophy in the Homecoming competition. The Sig Tads
are really busy this quarter with
their six pledges.
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority would
like to congratulate Laurie Lien and
Wanda Haas on their recent
pledging and would like to wish
them and Julia Youngberg "good
luck" in their pledgeclasses. Alpha
Delta Pi is also becoming involved in
a volunteer project by working with

KENWOOD

the children at the Thurley Homes.
ADPi's enjoyed an informal rush
party on Thursday, Oct. 19 and did
some pumpkin carving. The next
party will be Thursday, Oct. 24 and
will include a scavenger hunt that
will get all the Greeks involved.
This should be lots of fun.

Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
will be sponsoring a Halloween
party for handicapped children at
Lincoln School on October 25. TKE's
are busy planning the fun and
games for this worthwhile project.
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority also has
congratulations in order. They won
the third place trophy in the
Homecoming Float competition.
Alpha Xi's Melody Lund is Chairman of this year's Muscular
Dystrophy Dance-a-thon. Any interested persons or organizations
should contact Mello at 452-2926.

TECHNICS

Fact 5: "In the U.S. with only 7%
of the earth's population, we
Americans use nearly 50% of the
earth's industrial raw materials."
The list of energy facts goes on
and on. These facts should tell us
something about our life style, and
ourselves.
Facts and indications of energy
use does not necessarily suggest
that we begin energy conservation;
it demands that we seriously
implement energy conservation tactics. Suggestions for consumer
energy conservation:
1. Purchase glass returnable
bottles.
2. Reuse paper bags.
3. Use plastic containers rather
than aluminum foil or plastic wraps.

3 RING
RECEIVER SPECIALS

4. Steel cans can be recycled, as
can aluminum cans.
5. Separate and sort garbage
items into cans, glass, and paper.
6. Support local recycling plants
and appropriate legislation on
energy conservations.
7. Join and/or support organizations engaged in research and
implementation of energy saving
tactics.
CLASSIFIED ADS
Free Advertising for W.S.U.
students and faculty, up to
one column inch.
WILL DO TYPING
For College Students
Call 452-5496
Sonja Shugart
511 E. 10th
Winona 55987

TENTLOADS OF TURNTABLES
• 20-40% off all Pioneer, Technics,
Kenwood Receivers
For Example: KR-4090 Kenwood Receiver
40 Watts RMS per Channel List $315
Sale $199

A BIG TOP OF
TAPE DECK DISCOUNTS
• 10 different models of cassette
decks, reel to reels on sale.
• 15-35% off

• For Example:
SL-220 — $99 Belt-drive
Automatic return special

• 8 Models
• 20 -40% off

6 DAYS ONLY
ON SALE

GREAT SPEAKER
• 20-40% OFF
• For Example:
HPM 40 — $89 (50% Off) on
10" Woofer — 3 way system.

Also introducing the new amazing line of
ONKYO (receivers, amplifiers, tuners and tape
decks).
6 DAYS ONLY — SO HURRY!

• For Example:
Pioneer Cassette CTF 900 — List $575
Sale $399
Pioneer Cassette CTF 700 — List $475
Sale $317
Phillips Cassette N2535 — List $219
Sale $186

CAR STEREO SPECIALS
FULL LINE OF PIONEER CAR STEREOS
AND
JENSEN CAR SPEAKERS ON SALE.

AMALGAMATED AUDIO E.11).
121 West 3rd, Winona, Mn112

Ph. 452-1965
Hours: Monday & Friday 10:00a.m.-9:00p.m. Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 10:00a.m.-5:00p.m.

WINONA LARGEST AND LOWEST PRICED AUDIO STORE

